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AUTOMATIC UNCAPPER

$29,599.00 USD
Crating TBD/CMV

Cook & Beals DeBoxer

(Prices Subject to Change Without Notice)

FINEST HONEYCOMB UNCAPPER

Treat your combs, bees and yourself to the very best uncapper available. Our uncapper uncaps combs at the rate of 12 combs per minute or 80

supers per hour. The In-Feed Conveyor holds 2 boxes of combs at a time. The main part of this uncapper is what we call the “Head”, where the

cutters and motors are located. The Head is bolted to the top of a four-foot stainless steel tank. The combs are placed in the Head and two silent

chains carry them through the revolving cutters, which remove the cappings. The uncapped comb then rests on a chain that slowly conveys it

toward the Extractor. The cappings that are cut off, do not fall onto the combs that have been uncapped. As the combs pass through the cutters,

they are held in place by a very rigid guide system. The depth of the cutting can be instantly changed; an adjustable slip clutch is provided. The value

of this combination is to reduce breakage of frames in case a frame is started crosswise. If this should happen, the clutch stops the chains. The

cutters are powered with 3/4 h.p. motors, using belt drives. A stainless steel shield over the cutters prohibits any capping or honey from being

thrown out.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Floor space required:

36″ x 120″

22OV-35 Amps

Shipping weight: 1000 1b.

STANDARD FEATURES OF THE COOK & BEALS UNCAPPER

Stainless Steel feed chains

Plated sprockets and shafts

Water tight on/off switches

Forward & Reverse switches

Adjustable slip clutch

Clean rotary cutting action

NO added heat required

Depth of cut adjustable at operators fingertips

4 ft stainless steel tank

 


